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Introduction

Based on the Great Commission, this books uses a poweful presentation to teach
churches how to develop their own TV ministry.
To reach the lost worldwide you must first know that there is a need for them to
be reached.
This text contains step-by-step information on what to do from getting members
involved, camera choice, lighting for effect, training members in the skill of ultra
modern broadcast communications, selecting the right TV networks, cable, and
sattelite options to air your message.
Getting started without a budget, and creating a budget to fund the ministry, are all
focuses of this timely and much needed labor of love.
Developing Your TV Ministry also focuses on starting local and building up to
a national and then international presence of spreading the Gospel.
Why you?
Because you may very well be the Jonah whose voice and sermon they need to
hear in order to surrender their lives to Christ. So why not you?
Even with all the other preahcers and ministers and churches and programs, you
may be the one that they listen to.
Even if you only get a handful of people to listen, and surrender, Heaven will
rejoice with every one of them you lead to Christ.
These members watching you from across the globe are probably not going to be
regular tithe paying members; so that should not be your focus. Your focus should
be to simply follow the great commission of spreading the Gospel to all nations,
and helping one person at a time accept the free gift of salvation.
Doing that in itself, can provide you with the greatest satisfaction of knowing that
you took a chance to believe in what Jesus commanded and commissioned by
stepping out on faith that you could make a difference in the lives of people all
over the world through the sharing the Good News of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
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WHY TV MINISTRY?
To answer this question I will use a hypothesis. If your church were the only
one in the world and there were people all over the world, how would you
reach the other people if they couldn’t physically travel to get to your church?
A simple metaphor but it is the way that you should be actually thinking about why
your church needs a TV ministry. There are people all over the world that have
never heard the name Jesus, don’t have Bibles, and have never been to a church.
Because these situations still exist, even with the advances made in TV, Cable,
Satellite, and other broadcase mediums, there are still years and maybe decades
of work to do.
How do you reach these people on the other side of the planet, where they are in
the most remote of villages? There are several options to make it happen. In thie
book we will discuss many of them, including what has proven to be the most
popular, manageable, and cost effective, but has the greatest impact.
So dig in, let’s get started, pay attention and keep up. The pages of this highly
important manual for your ministry is about to get intense, all the way to showing
you 3D renderings and other images that appeal to the masses.
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God destroys the darkness behind us, to direct us
toward our destiny ahead. So whatever you do on your
journey, never turn back. God bless you in your walk
with Christ.Amen.
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